TRADITIONAL COSTUME AS A MIGRATION PHENOMENON ON PART OF THE ADRIATIC COAST IN THE 17TH AND 18TH CENTURY

Migrations from Herzegovina and Montenegro to the Herceg Novi region, during the period from the end of the 17th and beginning of the 18th centuries, were the reasons for investigation (thanks to the preserved archive material) of female “traditional costumes” involved in these migrations. Clothing retained the influence of Balkan, Slav, Oriental and Mediterranean cultures. The function of clothing (for work and ceremonial occasions) was studied, as well as changes within the generation, regardless of whether the individual items were in constant use or only used on one occasion.
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Studying migration, we are confronted by the fact that everything is a process, that everything undergoes appearance, transformation and disappearance (appears, transforms and disappears), depending on the general conditions, economic, social-historical climate, the needs and habits of individuals or group.

Boka Kotorska was never blessed with even one long period of peace, when its coast or hinterland did not experience a flow of migration.

Our study embraces the dramatic years at the end of the 17th and first decade of the 18th century, in the north-west part of the most beautiful fjord in the Adriatic. The whirlwind of war, in which Turkish rule is supplanted by that of Venice, mass migration, demographic, historical, social and economic changes are characteristic of this time and clearly influence the general development of this region, when the general social-political system leaves a visible mark on one aspect of the material culture.

The newly arrived Orthodox Serbs from Herzegovina and Montenegro brought with them the characteristics of their birthplace (way of life, dress and numerous customs). The whirlwind of war from the end of the 17th century brought with it an almost complete change of population, so that at one period more than 300 families settled here. The newly arrived settlers came upon indigenous inhabitants of the same faith, while newcomers of Catholic faith, from both Adriatic shores, complimented ethnic diversity.

This work presents a reconstruction of items of clothing that belonged to inhabitants, who migrated to the south-east Adriatic coast at the end of the 17th century — the Hercegnovi area, which experienced its rise during the 18th century. Ship owners, merchants, tradesmen, sailors, landowners, agricultural workers, fishermen, Venetian lower and higher administrative personnel, soldiers, priests, doctors, apothecaries and advocates lived in this small urban — rural region. All wore dress like that worn a century earlier, in their birthplace, and in those far away more developed urban centres of the Mediterranean.

Material in the archives of Herceg Novi, Kotor and Venice, predominantly inventories of dowries, together with testaments and other archive documents (material evidence is lacking), offered an insight into part of our cultural past, unknown up to now and for this reason the reconstructions, resulting from study of this material, are very significant.
Archive material also provided assistance concerning trades connected with clothing. Apart from domestic spinners and weavers, it is characteristic of the relevant period that together with tradesmen — tanners, rollers, ink-makers, furriers, tailors, shoemakers, slipper-makers, boot-makers goldsmiths — there was developed import of textile and decorative details, as well as individual pieces of clothing, particularly from Italy, then France, Holland and the oriental market.

In spite of the lack of material evidence and a deficit of archive data we have attempted to reconstruct the clothing of the immigrants, which we defined as “traditional costume”.

The objects we are going to list are indications of the message that each garment possesses concerning ethnic and professional affiliation, economic situation and taste. This investigation emphasises particularly the need to preserve cultural and ethnic identity and draw attention to the rapid transition to an urban surrounding. Due to the lack of original ethnographic evidence certain gaps arose. For example, it was not possible to distinguish the segment of clothing, which belonged to young girls or married women, with or without children, from among the clothing and peculiarities of national dress “traditional costume”.

The data collected defined the time of origin and duration of a particular item of clothing, and in the process of migration, its transformation. This item, as a piece of non-verbal communication, provides an insight into the life style of the inhabitants on this part of the Mediterranean coast with all its constants, variables, cultural borrowings and changes.

It is necessary to emphasise that this is just part of a more extensive study, which besides “traditional costume” (as a migration phenomenon) which new settlers brought with them from their native region, there was the clothing of the Christian population already residing there, as well as the urban costume, which includes all elements of the leading fashion trends on the Mediterranean and in Europe of that time.

It was essential to discover the structure of the population as well as their territorial and ethnic origin. Archive data, concerning the economic and social development of the town and its hinterland, were of great value. On the basis of all the available data, together with knowledge of the owner's names, we described pieces of female clothing, which had arrived in the Herceg Novi area along the migratory routes from Herzegovina and Montenegro.

After migration, as life followed its developmental course (where clothing was in question), intensive contact was established between town and village cultures, that is between the hinterland and Adriatic coast. Luxurious articles belonging to the immigrants served to represent economic strength, social influence and family status, most frequently achieved through rapid development of marine and land trading, and the development of individual crafts.

We discovered articles of clothing which women made themselves from local raw materials, while items of ceremonial dress and jewellery were handed down from generation to generation.

When the social situation in society stabilised, a new class took the lead in setting “traditional costume” trends, and a tendency towards the use of items of clothing, that belonged to the Adriatic urban districts, is clearly seen.

The garments studied were defined as traditional female costume that contained elements, or just traces of elements, of many cultural influences, which were conditioned by historical and social events. Thus in traditional costume we found traces of Balkan, Slav, oriental and Mediterranean culture.

Paying attention to these cultural influences, individual costumes were studied from a chronological point of view. According to their ornamentation and the material used, their
function was established, that is, were they in daily use or were they worn only for special ceremonial occasions.

Particular items of clothing appear just in individual situations. They belonged to the wealthy class, and were not widely utilised.

“Traditional female costume” consisted of traditional and alternative items. A shirt, raša (skirt), pregača — kecelja (apron), belt, scarf and socks were the basic items, while camisole, koret, dolama, zubun, čurdija and kaftan were alternatives. Items like mintan, anterija, alača, benluk and mrčina were rarely seen. Shirts, skirts and aprons were represented in “both variants” of “traditional costume” with the obligatory head covering — scarf, of which there was a wide variety.5

In 1659, Stane Ridjanin brought with her, to the new surrounding, the type of shirt worn in her place of origin. It was the basic item of clothing at a time when skirts were unknown. Likewise at that time, Jane Matišorović owned a “big shirt”, also worn in her place of origin. These shirts were woven from flax or hemp. Another type of shirt which was part of the Mediterranean cultural heritage and worn with the raša-skirt was shortened in the late Renaissance period, on the east coast of the Adriatic. Thus the “new inhabitants” had not possess this type of shirt in their home region but adopted it already in the early decades following their arrival. They were made of damast, tele and silk, ornamented with lace, and gold embroidery as well as embroidery with gold and silver thread. Many were fastened with buttons which had a decorative as well as functional purpose.

Stane Ridjanin owned a shirt embroidered with silver and gold threads and fastened with buttons.6

The “raša” skirts were made from material of the same name. This was a item of outer clothing which was worn over a white shirt, and survives with two variations in the folklore costume of the Adriatic region — skirt hanging from the shoulder and skirt with waistcoat. These were also transported items and were in strong colours: red, green and the natural colour of woven wool.7 Traversa — pregača, “opregljača”, “futa” or “vuta” are names for this outer decorative item, known in many variants, in all dowry inventories which women from the hinterland brought with them. It was worn over a long shirt or skirt and was of narrow rectangular shape with fringes. It was intended for everyday use, but also for ceremonial occasions. In Stane Ridjanin's inventory, there is a cotton one for everyday use as well as a silk one. There were also some decorated with gold embroidery and in colours like light blue, white and black.8

It is not possible here to give a description of every items of clothing that arrived by way of migration to Boka Kotorska, on the Adriatic coast but it must be emphasised that the “fassu” — belt, part of traditional costume was woven and made of different materials depending on its function. The belts woven of different woollen yarn, 6–8 cm wide and done in inter weave technique belong to the older type. The majority of belts were of silk, Turkish silk and cotton. Their length and decoration varied according to their use; belts for work were of cotton and flax while ceremonial were embroidered in addition. They were wound around the waist or fastened with a buckle or button This inescapable detail of traditional costume was noted as belt with button “alla Morlacha” at the end of the 17th century, together with belts of silver cord with buckle from the same period.9

“Mrčina” an item of outer clothing, made of domestically manufactured material of the same name (type of black, rolled, coarse cloth), derives from the Middle Ages (a long dress with sleeves in black and dark blue), was seldom decorated and survived into the 20th century.10
Jecerma, koret and zubun are objects of outer clothing worn, to the present day, in the hinterland. “Traditional female costume” included dolama, kapama, čurdija, alača, anterija, benluk, kaftan, mintan and camisole. Apart from the last, all are of oriental origin while the camisole (type of waist-coat worn over a shirt), in “traditional costume”, was adopted with the arrival of the Venetians.11

There were three variants of socks; below knee, half way up the calf or somewhat above the ankle. They were knitted of white wool, with red and black tops ornamented with different patterns worked into the knitting. Later one meets linen, silk and cotton socks but these are mainly imported.12

Opanci are home made while pašmage and papuče are oriental. Shoes began to arrive from the West by sea and were worn thanks to the increased economic power of the new arrivals.13

The only decorative details known are sleeves made of silk fabric, cotton and velvet. The owners of these items of clothing decoration were recorded in the first years of migration, which means that they owned the objects before their arrival.14

The beautiful, usually white head-dress — large scarf was for centuries a characteristic of this region. The refined authority on fashion trends in Venice, Cesare Vecellio (17th century), considered our head wear very attractive. This essential and obligatory part of traditional clothing was supplemented by other head dress like: “cacara”, “počelica”, “prevezača”, “aspsurlija” and “façulet”.15

The “big scarves” were most frequently used. They were of thin silk fabric, decorated with gold thread. Simple scarves for daily use were of white linen. “Façulet” — a scarf of the Mediterranean cultural circle was adopted also by women who wore the traditional clothing of the wealthy class.

The influence of European cultural heritage was felt in Boka Kotorska, thanks to developed naval activity, as well as the influence of all previous classes of old Balkans, obvious in the items of “traditional costume”.

Many of the articles of clothing referred to, remain only in memories or achieve material. Some with modifications remain as part of the established costume — national costume, while others we surmise on the basis of frequent arbitrary drawings and engravings by curious travel writers, who visited our shores during this period.

Analysing all the relevant indications, which we gleaned from archive material, we studied the economic situation and social position of the owners of items of clothing, together with the function of these items, their historical life span and the acculturation processes. Employing two parameters: the name of the owner of the clothing (which meant previous acquaintance with the structure of the population, the ethnic and territorial origin, economic and social status) and the name of the clothing articles that were in use, (the type and quality of fabric employed, type and number of items of clothing), we also examined contact between village and urban culture, that is between the hinterland and Adriatic coast. Numerous items of clothing were handed down from generation to generation. This “traditional costume” may be defined as a migration phenomenon concentrated in this part of the Mediterranean, confirming the well known opinion that clothing has a significant place in the system of emitting messages.

Rezime
Ovaj rad predstavqa rekonstrukciju odjevnih predmeta stanovnica koje su se krajem XVII vijeka doselile na jugoistočnu obalu Jadrana — hercegnovski kraj, koji svoj uspon doživjava tokom XVIII vijeka. U ovom, malo urbano-ruralnom kraju živjeli su brodovlascnici, trgovci, zanatlije, mornari, zemqoposednici, poqoprivrednici, ribari, mletačko više i niže administrativno osobqe,
vojnici, sveštena lica, qekari, apotekari, advokati, a svi oni bili su nosioci odjeće kakva je nošena vijek ranije u matičnim oblastima novodoseqenika, kao i u onim daleko razvijenijim urbanim centrima Mediterana.

Arhivski fondovi Arhiva Herceg Novi, Kotora i Venecije, pretežno popisi prćija, pružili su nam uvid u jedan, dio kulturne prošlosti. Pored proizvoda domaćih preqa i tkaqa, karakteristično je za relevantni period, da je pored zanatlija: štavqaća kože, vaqavičara, mastioničara, krznara, krojača, obućara, papučara, čizmara i zlatara, postojao razvijen uvoz tekstila i ukrasnih dodataka, kao i pojedinih odjevnih predmeta, posebno iz Italije, pa i Francuske, Holandije i sa orijentalnog tržišta.

Prikupqenim podacima odredili smo vrijeme nastanka i trajaja odre|enog odjevnog predmeta, kao i procese transformacija i funkciju koje je imao dok je bio u upotrebi. Posmatranu odjeću označili smo kao tradicionalni ženski kostim, koji je u sebi nosio elemente ili samo tragove elemenata mnogih kulturnih uticaja. U tradicionalnom kostimu smo naišli na tragove balkanske, slovenske, orijentalne i mediteranske kulture. Hronološki smo obradili pojedinačno odjeću, a prema ukrasima i materijalu, odredili smo funkciju, tj. da li su pojedini predmeti bili u svakodnevnoj upotrebi, ili su se nosili samo u svečanim trenucima.

Brojni odjevni predmeti prenosili su se sa generacije na generaciju, a ovaj tradicionalni kostim se može okarakterisati kao migracioni fenomen sliven na ovom djelu Mediterana.
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